
Ideal Usage

Facility management

Maintenance

Retail

Glazing

Electrical

Use a mobile phone QR 
reader to scan the code

Two convenient storage 
compartments allow 
operators to store tools 
whilst working at heights.

Storage for tools

Thanks to its incredible 
and compact dimensions 
(99.5 x 99.5cm), the 
Elevah 40 Move is at its 
best in tight spaces.

Compact design

Loading Elevah 40 Move 
is easy and convenient
thanks to the Elevah 
patented loading system 
and electronic remote.

Easy to load

The revolutionary Elevah® 40 Move is as light and 
easy to handle as a ladder and as safe and efficient as a 
platform.

Safe and Productive

Simple, safe and fast self 
propelled movement 
offers a one metre a 
second driving speed 
which boosts productivity.

Highly manoeuvrable 
and productive

Watch the video
Use a mobile phone QR 
reader to scan the code
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4.00 m
Working height

Or click the barcode

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oyld3UzosuY


150 kg

1

internal

1630 mm

310 mm

1960 mm

995 mm

995 mm

740 mm

650 mm

680 mm

162 - 170 kg

33*-45**Ah

24 V

110V - 220V

15%

Ø 190 x 60

Ø 150 x 45

800 mm

0,10 m/s

0,16 m/s

1,3 m/s

Battery charger

Max capacity

Number of people

Use

Closed machine height

Min. height from the ground 
to the platform level

Max. height from the ground 
to the platform level

Base overall dimensions

Cage inner dimensions

Machine weight 

N° 2 AGM 12 V Batteries 

Power supply 

Maximum climbing ability

Driving (steering) wheel size

Swivel wheels dimensions 

Turning radius

Maximum rising speed

Maximum shifting speed

Maximum shifting speed at height

Work cycles (with fresh batteries) 100 - 150***
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Standard*
** Optional - 40BGM
*** By work cycle we mean a self-propelled 

movement of 20m with a full ascent to and 
descent from the maximum height.

160-170 kg 150 kg

Specifications


